DREAM IT, BUILD IT.

About Dreamentum

DREAMENTUM

DREAMENTUM [driːm-ˈmɛntəm]
[ดรีม-เมน-ตัม]
DREAMENTUM มาจากคำว่า DREAM
+ MOMENTUM
ทั้งสองคำนั้นหมายถึง ความฝัน และ แรง
พลักดัน ถ้าเมื่อไหร่ที่ต้องการทำความฝันให้เป็นจริงก็จะต้องใช้
แรงพลักดันเพื่อทำให้เกิดขึ้นมาให้ได้
DREAM + MOMENTUM = DREAMENTUM, If you want
to make your dream come true you have to drive
it, build it and put the momentum into your dream
and make it real and because of we are the dream
makers!

Code + Art = Art of Coding = Dream Maker

admin@dreamentum.com
www.dreamentum.com
facebook.com/dreamentum
twitter.com/dreamentum
Line: @dreamentum

Location
9/189, T8, 4/21
Popular Str., Banmai
Subdistrict, Pakkred District,
Nonthaburi 11120
Thailand
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Software Development

Enterprise System/Application/Mobile
App/Web App/Game

DREAMENTUM is a trustworthy software development company, We provide full cycle software
development services, including support and maintenance, to the clients in several countries.
With over 6 years of professional development and outsourcing, freelance experiences we have
become a reliable partner and quality products provider for both small businesses and enterprise
business Our mission is to delight customers, to make effective solutions, to strengthen clients’
business. We aim to be lifetime partners for our clients. The customers’ satisfaction is proved by
high rate of successfully developed and ongoing projects.

Enterprise System
ERP, Inventory/Warehouse System/
Production.
• Software Development hardware +

RFID Technology + BI (Business
Intelligent)

Our Service
Type

Support

Mobile / Smart
Phone

iOS

Android

Platform

Windows

OS X

Web

Web App

Website

Cookie Game is an indie game studio part of DREAMENTUM
based in Bangkok, Thailand, We are making games the old
fashioned way - a team, a few ideas, and a whole lot of "love". Our
goal is to make games that everyone can play, with gameplay
nobody has seen before.

Software Development

Mobile Application
Tablet, Smart Phone
•Any OS we ready to bring your

demand or your valuable app on your
hands.

Desktop / Web Application
Windows Application, Web Application,
Website
• We combine your demands and your

business thought mouse and
keyboard.

DREAMENTUM

Art

Graphics Design/ 2D Animation / Character Design / UX/UI /
All things Art.

Creative Graphic Design

Graphics Design

In most cases you get only one chance to make the right impression. Your
external image is extremely important as it speaks volumes about your
credibility and stand in the market. A professional logo design can set you
apart from your competitors as it can show that you mean business! Your logo
will feature not only on your website but also on your marketing documents
such as flyers, brochures and maybe even on your products. Your brand
design and logo design needs to reflect your company image so customers
can relate to your product and remember its value.

You can count on DREAMENTUM to
deliver excellent quality products from
logo design to packaging design. We
can give your printed material a
professional touch as we use the latest
technology to bring you superior
results.

Whether you require print design, packaging design or label design, Bangkok
Elite Marketing can meet all your requirements on time and within budget. Our
in-house team of designers is backed by tons of experience and can create the
ideal graphics for you. We have both the technical knowledge and creative
ability to bring your overall brand design to life. Your customer will perceive

Creative Work
It requires creative mind. It is not
necessary that one can only find them
in a big company. attractive designing,
specifically graphics design, depends on
the individual who creates them.

your brand value by looking at your printed material, packaging and labels.

Character Design

Something forgettable will not retain their interest and attention. Our team of

We are a specialise in graphics of all
forms. We are here to help give your
ideas character. No job to big or to
small.

design experts will first understand your business needs and then present you
with options which will definitely please.
Whether you’re starting a new firm or revamping an existing business, you
won’t have to run around looking to meet your design requirements. At
Bangkok Elite Marketing, we offer high quality print design, label design,
packaging design etc, all under one roof. This ensures that there is a common
thread between each element thereby solidifying your brand perception.
When we work on your brand design, we ensure that we take into account
different aspects such as the nature of your business, your competition,
values, business goals and vision. We aim and creating the right image so
Art
your
customers will leave with a positive impression.

UX/UI
It able to translate graphic designs and/
or wireframes into valid, accessible
front-end code.

DREAMENTUM

About Dreamers : Imagination
Name: PARKPOOM MANEEYOD
(Jack, Horn)

DREAM IT, BUILD IT.
DREAMENTUM

Email: jack@dreamentum.com
Twitter: @cookievirus
Facebook: fb.com/
parkpoom.maneeyod
Mobile: +66(0) 98 793 5595
Position: Dream Maker (CEO)
Roles: Game Designer, Software Developer, UX/UI
Designer, Old School Programmer.

Name: KONGLAR MANEEYOT
(Best)
Email: best@dreamentum.com
Twitter: @BestKManeeyot
Facebook: fb.com/ZaluzZ.Besting
Mobile: +61(0) 466 905 366
Position: Dream Builder (CTO)
Position: Kick Ass Coder,
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Mathematic
DREAMENTUM

DREAM IT, BUILD IT.

About Dreamers: Code

DREAMENTUM

Name: KIM
Email: kim@dreamentum.com
Position: Dream Catcher
(CMD)
Roles: He is a MAD (Mobile
Application Developer),
Android Zealots, Cat Mania.

Name: JUNE
Email: june@dreamentum.com
Facebook: fb.com/june.wuthi
Position: Dream Coder (CAO)
Roles: Data

Name: R
Email: r@dreamentum.com
Position: Dream Dev
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Roles: SELECT * FROM WORLD

DREAMENTUM
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About Dreamers: Biz
Name: Peerapat Arayasombat

DREAMENTUM

Email: mike@dreamentum.com
Twitter:
Facebook: fb.com/mice.mize
Position: Dream Walker (PM)
Roles: Project Manager and
Business Strategy.

Name: Win
Email:
win@dreamentum.com
Twitter:@ aatipatt
Facebook: fb.com/aatipatt
Position: Dream Poem (CCO)
Roles: How to win!
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About Dreamers: Art

DREAMENTUM

Name: Beer
Email: beer@dreamentum.com
Twitter:
Facebook: fb.com/beru.beer.1
Position: Dream Painter (CDO)
Roles: Paint, Bush, Fill, Cut,
Rub, Rule, Beer Lover.

Name: Waab
Email: waab@dreamentum.com
Facebook: fb.com/waaboy.pac
Position: Dream Waabver
(CGO)
Roles: Crop, Cut, Paste,
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Race Racer

DREAMENTUM

admin@dreamentum.com

